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111. T H E  CONSPECTUS 

The history of a publishing venture often helps to' explain the final form in 
wbich it appears. The editors of the ANNUB origindly planned to produce a 
topical collection of souice readings in American history. There were to be six, 
or ten, or twenty volumes - the number was not determined until fairly late 
iq the. fiocess - each on a single theme of importance. Accordiog to the 
priginal plan. the selections width a volume were to be reprinted in chronolog- 
i d  order, and each topical volume would tell its sephatk and distinct story 
without the aid of any master index. . 

But history refuses to be pigeonhol&. In the process of uyimg to mnstruct 
rhe topical volumes, it was soon realized that no &ch organization would or 
could work. The b e t  selections io a volume dealing, say, k t h  the development 
in America of rhe institution of private property were also about many other 
things: taxation, the freedom of business and government wntrol thereof, con- 
servation and the frontier, and the general welfare from various points of view. . 
While all of these themes MI mare or lesi neady into the sphere of econornia, 



it was not even ~ossihle to construct a volume dezling with ecunomic issues as 
such. When discussing economic questions, writers insist on treating constiru- 
tional and other political issues, and they are both unable and unwilling m 
wnfine rhemselves to those, reaching out, as the occasion demands, to scientific 
mtfers.as wcll. Nor is even that all. 'l'he process of industhlizarion, which has 
had a potent effect on the iustitution of private properry, has had equdy po- 
tent effects on the institution of the family, aeJ on rLe l ie  d workers'ih 
general And a few writers go so far as to treat the relation between private 
properry and att, noting, for a m p l e ,  that copyright laws have signficance for 
both. 

It was decided, therehre, that the only way the selections could be presented 
was in straight chronologicd order from start to finish (or to 1968, which, we 
hope, is nor the finish of anydring). No orher arrangement would tell us the 
w e  story and at the same time avoid either wearying repetition or seri- 
ous distortion. 

At first, that seemed to mean that any k i d  of t op id  organization would 
have to go by the board But the enample of the Spncopicon rhat is included in 
GREAT BWKB ON THE WESIZRN WOPLD provided a due w the way out of the 
difficulty. Reaching back to the expcrie~~ce acquired in the production of the 
Syntopicon. the editors hit on rhe device of rdcrencmg '& cnrire body of the 
2,202 selections to an as yet undetemined numha of major them* 

' 

Tbc Gmt Isms 

A first stab at a Iist of major themes was made before any referencing was 
done. A group of senior editors, along with a small number of expert consul- 
tants - historians, poIitical commentators, and the like - convened to consid- 
er what these themes should bc The first and almost the only question aqked 
at these rnrctmgs was: 'What are we, and Americans generally, worried about. 
conoerned with, talking about t&yY' It was sees from the beginning b t  the 

. emphasis must he contemporaqr, otherwise & set would have an archaic q d -  
ty that would not recommend it to mast readers. These meetings produced a 
list of about 50 major themes &at appeared ta exhaust the current concern of 

. cicizens of the United States. 
The11 the process of tefmement began. A few of the themes on the fim list 

wete ruled out as being ordy conrernporary, having no roots in out past and 
thus being unlikely to persist into the future. Othm were seen, on casmina- 
don, to be dependent rather than independent; and thcit pkqment under more 
important tbemes helped to decrease the size of the lim. T h i  stage of thc work 
ended when about 30 themes had been identified as being not only cantempo- 
my hut also important throughout the long past of our muntry. The longer 
and richer r subject's past the more attain it seemed that it would survive for 
a reasonably long time w mmc. 

The prelinlinuy choice of selectins had gone on concur~eotly with the iden- 
tification of the major themes, and it was at this paint that the Qst stuge'of 
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indaing begon. This first indexing was a crucial test of both sdections and 
themes. For if, on the one band, a given theme was not aaually discussed, or 
but W e  disamed, in the very large number of selections that had been rents- 

' 

tively chosen - some 4,500 of them. as has been noted - then it was not a 
proper one and had to be either restated, o r  wbsumed under another theme, or 
dropped from the lit The fust indexing was thus a test of the validity of the 
themes. But, on the other hand, if a g ~ e n  sdection dealt only very natrowk 
with one thems or wen a part of it, then it was not a proper cboice consider- 
ing the immense number of richer and more broadly signifmt readings &at 
were available. Hence the &-st indexing was also a test of the validity of the 
selections. 

The fim round of indexing, which occupied the editorial d for upward of 
two year4 had three main results. The fnst result was a useful set of csiteria for 
the choice of texts to be ineluded in the set (thcse criteria were discussed 
above). The semnd result was the narrowing down to 25 of the list of major 
thema that would ultimately form the chapters ,of the Conspectus. These 25 
major themes, or chapters, withstood every M h m  then m ' T h e  staff indexed 
every chosen selection at leas one more rime, and in many cases mice or 
thrice mom But, after the list of 25 themes was finally determined, the staff 
n G r  again fouod ir necessaty either to expand or decrease it. These 25 sub- 
jects are the major concerns of Americans, both present and past. They have 
stood up to the mast ntciugent eumination that any such list has ever been 
subjected to. 

A thii and ha1 result was hardly less signifi&nt It was soon realized, and 
as the work of ind&g proceeded it became more and mom evident, that 
"subject" and "theme," despite thek widespread popularity and use in other 
works, were not the right tenns m describe wbar we were dealing with. The 
right term, instead, wm "kG" An issue is a matter about which men dispute, 
and on or toward which they have differing views. Each of the 25 chapters 
deals with what is and has been an issue in this sense. The dispute about each 
has been c o n h w u s  and has somerimes been violent; and A m u i w s  have dif- 
f a d  jn the past, dafer now, and will differ io the future about every one. It is 
in this sense, iiuthermorc, that each is "great" The 25 issue are great because 
they are perennial, not perennial because rhey are great. 

The daim that m y  list of 2f Great Issues is canonical must, of course, be 
accompanied by aa i m p o m t  .proviso. The terms in which these issues are 
stated may not be the onea that every render might expect Indeed, other terms 
could have been chosen. For example, the title of Ch. 19. "Rural and- Urban 
America," could have been "City and Country," or "City Verms Counhy," or 
"Conflicting Claims of City and Counhy," or something of the soa. In that 
event, the word "city" would have appeared in the tide of one of the chapters. 
as in fact it does not do. This does not mean, of course. rhat the subject of the 
city is not treated in this chapta, and indeed in other chapters as well, The 
Conspectus contains variou devices for cdping with what is afnr dl merely a 
terminological ~ ~ c u l t y ,  the main one of which is discussed below, in the 
section headed I d x  of Subjem. 

Terminology aside, the 25, Great Issues remain as an - or as the - exhaus- 



INTRODUCTION 

rive list of the major subjects that have been of concern to Americans through- 
out their history. They are what we have talked about; they are what we will 
talk about And they form the badtbone and constitute the inteIlecrua1 sauaure 
of this set of boob. 

Thc d a p m  inhodu~timr 

Each chaptcr of the Conspectus begins with a long essay by the editors on 
the issue with which the chapter is concerned. In 'several ways, these essays 
represent a wholly new End of writing. As such, they require some com- 
ment here. 

Two kinds of issues have been discussed in the foregoing pages. One kind 
consists of historical issues, which were tou&ed on in our di iss ion d the 
criteria for the choice of selections. The other consists of substantive issuq 
which w a e  mated in h e  last section An examination of the similarities and 
difkrences between the two kinds of issues Will help us to understand the kind 
of writing that is found in the chapter introductions. 

An historical issue ark= when events fall out in such a way as to make 
people think more deeply, and talk more intensely, and perhaps act passionate- 
ly, about a perennial substantive issue. An historical issue that does not mot& 
the germ of such an old problem is not eally an issue at all, although there 
may be nansient debate about it, and although a decision or set of dedsions 
may be made regarding ic An impcant  historid issue - one that engages 
the atrention of the entire county - arises when a really imporant old prob- 
lem, or set of important old problems, appevs in a new light 

The American Civil War was such an issue. In the I B50sFos, and particularly in 
the election of 1860, even- fell out in such a way that it was no longer 

;possible for people to accept rhe compromises that, for at least a generation, 
had held the counny together. These events included violence, as has been true 
so often in America - in this case in Kansas; a Supreme Court decision. 
which has also often been w e  - in this case the Dred Scott decision; and an 
election, once more a pereanbl be5etter of hiiorical issues - in this case of 
the candidate of a minor+ party, the Republicans, who won because the ma- 
jority parry was shqply divided. But it was not these wen= that made the 
Civil War. It was the old problems - he perennial substantive issues - rhat 
they intensified, and that they heated to a boil. 

These old problems, of course, were those of the Union and of slavay. On 
the one hand, the essential political problem of the nation from the very begin- 
ning had been the uation of unity out of multiplicity. This war a fact that 
had not escaped the discerning eye of a Madison, a Jefferson, a Hamilton; nor 
was i t  any less dear to the winning candidzte in 1860, Abraham Limh. The 
Union had been pasted together with the glue of good faith and compromise. 
and there had always been the danger that the faith would turn from good to 
bad, and that compromise \vould cesre m be possible. And now that had hap- 
pened. 

On the otfier hand, the fundamend moral ~roblem of the nation had been . 
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slavery. As long as slavery could be conhed to the section of the country that 
accepted and approved of it, the other sections could live with it peacefully, if 
uwanly. But when the institution of slavery threatened w burst out of the 
temtorial bounds of the So&; threatened, in faet, to become the law of the 
land, so that freedom would bewme che "peculiar insdtution"; the situation 
became unbearable. And the war came. 

The Civil WY itself was not a subaanrive issue. I t  began at a certain date, 
and it ended at a certain date; it is merely metaphorical to say, as some stil l  do, 
that it never ended, that it continues to this day. The war ended, the shooting 
stopped, and the problems of slavery and of the Union were solved - at least 
for a time 

But of w h e  they were not sobed As substantive issues, as pers'mnt prob- 
lems seen in new lights in 1860-1865, but seen alsd in still other lights in 
subsequent epochs, they were and are perenniaL The fundamental political 
problem of unity in multiplicity - of creating, e fluribus an ununi - was not 
M y  solved in 1865, and-it is not solved to this day. The fuodamental moral 
problem of slavery was not completely solved, either; for Negroes. if hen* 
forth legally free, continued to be treated as second-class citizens, a hn that of 
c o w  has bad pc+ound repercussions in our own the .  

Even union, however, and even stavccy, are saialy speaking not substantive 
issues for both problems r d v e d  a kind of solution in 1865. Other, Iarger, and 
more serious problems lie behind and beneath them. The prowem of unity in 
multiplicity is not only a political problem in herica;  it is also a social prob- 
lem, and perhaps an artistic one. And although the Negmes have always 
been the most dearly defined American minor$ group, they have not been 
alone in the suffering their minority s t a m  has brought upon them. The Irish, 
the Germam, the Jews, and now cbe Poerto Ricans - and, from another point 
of vim,  the Catholics and Mormons - have also suffered, if not for so long or 
so intens+. Henae substantive issues that underlay the Civil War, 
from what may be dled the wnspective point of view, were those of pluralism 
in American soaety and politia, and of the status and rights of minorities. 
These issues are tteated in Chs 10 and I t .  

It is not surprising. therefore, to find the inuoductory essays to these chap- 
ters dealing with the Civil War. The conAia was a moment in time when 
these issues came to  articular prodnence. But these cssays do not, nor muld 
they, c o n h e  t h e m d v s  to the war itsel£ They must, and they do, treat the 
issues as they developed and cbanged throughout the 300-year history of the 
country. 

The problem of unity in multiplicity was so t  confined to the moment in 
time that we call the Civil War. It was also an k u e  in colonial times in the 
178QF and 1790s. and - to mendon no other epochs - during the so-called 
McCanhy period of the 1950s. when the impulse toward conformity in 
thought as well as action seemed, to many people, to threaten the p h d k m  on 
which the &on had in some sense been based. And the problem of minodties 
has never ceased, at l a  since the Alien and Sedidon a m  of the 17909, to 

trouble the counay, and of course it troubles it agonizingly today. 



The chapter introductions, then, atrempt to set forth the full sweep of the 
great substantive issues with which they deal, touching on historical issues 
where that is necessary or appropriate, but moving on, in every case, to the 
present, for all the issues are contemporary ones. They are all alive mday. At 
the same time, the essays attempt w avoid taking any position on the issues. 
These am issues, and as such are matters on which good men do not 

. agree. It woild be wrong. in every way for the essays tp reflect a particukr 
,viewpoint. The issues belong to all Americans, a d  dl Americans should have 
their say. 

One procedure adopted to make neutrality possible is frequent quotation, 
both from works included .in the ANNALS and from works not found there. The 
reader of che essays will come upon many familiar statements, and some not so 
familiar. OF greater importance, however, is the stance m attitude that. the 
mays may be said to take This is objective in the most profound sense, in the 
sense of che tern developed by the Institute for ~hi loso~hi ia l  Research. In chis 
sense, "objective" means rhe balanced pregentation of opposing views on ques- 
tions. that are never finally answerable al&ough pass$nately asserted an- 
fivers to them abound. In the last analysis, such balanced presentations are , . 
what'rhe essays try to 

Tbe 2f  essays constitute, all told, some JS0,OM) words. the equivalcnt.of a 
very large book, They differ in style, depending on their subject matter; but 
they have in aomrnon an approach to the writing, and more significantly the . 

understanding, of history that is perhaps unique. 


